Hobbs Chamber promoting character with ethics book

FOR THE NEWS-SUN

Along with their 2014-2015 membership stickers, existing Hobbs Chamber members will receive an ethics guidebook as part of the promotion program component and its emphasis on promoting character.

“The mail out of copies of the book has been a goal of the Hobbs Chamber since 2011, when the organization committed itself to be a champion of ethical behavior and through member programming. “It’s a proud moment for the organization to be able to support its members, and it’s even more rewarding when people sponsors to implement this, and not something that is just written on a piece of paper, but for all our existing members,” Hobbs Chamber Executive Grant Taylor said.

“Our financial support for this type of programming had to be in place for a reason,” Taylor said. “We have our Hobbs Chamber Foundation corporate sponsors to thank, as well as the Hobbs City Commission for contracting with us for professional services another year, especially for doing so at the level we proposed.”

Taylor said Hobbs Chamber business activity housing development and unemployment needed to keep positively trending. He said that with so many areas of the state being economically depressed compared to Hobbs, hiring New Mexico relocations, including workers when state might be easier and more efficient.
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